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Abstract:  From the last many years' educators, administrators 

and, researchers persistently devoting attention to corporate 

social responsibility. However, no study analyses the relationship 

between corporate social responsibility and shareholder value by 

using leverage as a moderator. The aim of this research is to 

produce a review to examine the effect of corporate social 

responsibility on shareholder value with leverage as a moderating 

variable. The stakeholder theory and agency theory are employed 

as underpinning theories. Little attention has been given in this 

area of study in the developing, emerging and developed 

economies particularly with leverage and shareholder value. 

Therefore, scholars and practitioners are motivated to advance 

the body of knowledge in this research field for the universal 

enrichment of output. As the review forms a concept of corporate 

social responsibility and shareholder value by using leverage as a 

moderator.   

Index Terms: Corporate Social Responsibility; Leverage; 

Shareholder Value 

I. INTRODUCTION 

     Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is an obligation of 

the firm to act in a rational way. It assumes donating a part 

of the earnings of the company for the improvement of 

society. Another way of defining CSR is by earning benefits 

by fulfilling legal obligations and offering respect to 

employees of the firm. In this way, CSR can be defined as 

the approach of getting economic success by promoting 

ethical values, caring and respecting the people at work, in 

the societies and the encircling environment. Commonly, it 

is considered that a company will be liable for all the 

conduct they do ethically and socially [1]. Firms that keep 

an eye on the interests of the needy peoples in society, gain’ 

good reputation in society and that reputation is sold in the 

market. Such firms draw the attention of investors and thus 

easily get funds as compared to other firms [2]. 

A shareholder is a person with the ownership rights of a 

firm, where the rights are typically reflected in a firm’s 

share of common stock [3]. Furthermore, shareholder’s 

value can be produced, when the revenues generated from 

invested capital surpass the required rate of return on equity 

[4]. Moreover, in this competing world sustaining a durable 

relationship with the shareholders is important and it could 

happen only when the firm delivered better profits or value 

to the shareholders [4]. Many firms acknowledged the 

significance of shareholder value and started to implement 

initiatives for enhancing shareholder’s wealth.  
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Moreover, according to [5] that corporate social 

responsibility is beneficial for the firm. Furthermore,[6] 

defines CSR as those activities performed by the 

organization to improve some of the social aims beyond the 

interest of the company and the one which is required by 

law. As indicated by [7], the approach of CSR is the process 

that produces the harmony between the stakeholders and 

shareholders. The term CSR has not the same meaning for 

all stakeholders [8]. Moreover, according to [9], from the 

past few years in academic studies, the concept of CSR has 

realized the importance of evaluating its effect on the 

shareholders’ value.  Shareholder’s first goal is the security 

of capital invested and the second is demands for significant 

returns on invested capital. Therefore, firms are devoting 

their first preference to the importance of shareholder’s 

wealth, to gain long-run investments from shareholders by 

maintaining a trust relationship with them [10]. Moreover, 

the principle of shareholder wealth maximization mentions 

that the prompt operating objective and the ultimate aim of a 

corporation is and must be to enhance return on equity 

capital. The shareholder wealth maximization specification 

of what is frequently termed as a corporate goal makes 

operating objective and ultimate aim the same: investors and 

managers should concentrate closely on shareholder wealth 

maximization [11]. Moreover, [12] quoted, Friedman, that 

there is one responsibility of the management, to maximize 

the wealth of its owners or shareholders. The theory 

postulates that the financial objective of every organization 

or firm is the “maximization of shareholders wealth” as 

indicated in the company’s market value of shares [13].  

     The concept of Corporate Social Responsibility has 

attained more spotlight as the world moves towards 

advanced globalization. According to [14] the approach of 

Corporate Social Responsibility has been strengthened with 

the establishment of globalization and liberalization. 

Moreover, in firms’ operations enforcing Corporate Social 

Responsibility is a substitute to add sustainability. 

 Companies are trying to install sustainability into the body 

of their businesses. Furthermore, as stated by [15] that CSR 

has been increasingly highlighted as businesses explore to 

share their values with society. CSR is the volunteer practice 

of the company for the stakeholder’s wellbeing and 

particularly the community [16]. In addition, shareholders 

judge the CSR engagements as a silent signal for their 

distinctness with the company [17]. According to [18] CSR 

can be defined as a process of the firms to make profits and 

they should do it according to the conduct of the 

responsibility towards society.  
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The objective of Hopkins is to implement CSR in the form 

of living standards that will upgrade when the profits of the 

organization's increases and in result living standards should 

sustain for both the peoples that live inside and outside the 

boundaries of the organization. Furthermore,[19]  had 

mentioned that in the last 45 years CSR prevails in the 

management and academic literature. In recent years, 

companies and societies have mutually increased their focus 

on corporate social responsibility [20-22]. Generally, 

companies focus on the profits and business operations, but 

in recent years improvements in the CSR activities made by 

the companies in their businesses that serve the society as 

well. Researchers have named these activities as CSR [23, 

24]. For the company, there are many reasons to implement 

corporate social responsibility practices, but its popularity 

can be the main feature to implement corporate social 

responsibility engagements [25]. In these days firms are also 

focusing on CSR related to environment [26]. Furthermore, 

according to [27] if the firms work in the interest of 

stakeholders it ultimately influences the wealth of 

shareholders in a positive way as well as maximizes the 

returns of shareholders.Moreover, Corporate social 

responsibility affects positively organizations interactions 

with competitors and customers and decreases the cost of 

high leverage. CSR minimizes the failures in the market 

share even company are highly leveraged. Minimizing the 

unfavorable conduct by competitors and customers, CSR 

provides help to highly leveraged companies to intact with 

customers and protect against competitor’s predation [28]. 

In addition, customers that are socially responsible, when 

compare with CSR company’s, found faithful, strong to 

deny negative information to these companies, and are 

agreeing to pay a greater price [29]. As [30] establish a 

theory that companies that are doing CSR activities can 

charge greater prices and they face less price elastic 

demand. So, these companies' cash flows turn into less 

unstable across the business cycle, this permits them to 

obtain optimal leverage. CSR companies can best sustain 

against unfavorable results of high leverage because they 

face minimum negative reactions from stakeholders in 

response to high leverage. In addition, CSR firms face the 

low cost of high leverage. Particularly, there exist two 

possibilities to anticipate low costs of high leverage in CSR 

companies. First, CSR is linked with a halo effect that 

enhances trust among company and stakeholder groups, 

which will pay off in stiff times [31, 32]. The halo effect of 

CSR contributes to protection like insurance in highly 

leveraged companies and minimizes chances for competitors 

to take advantage of the weak financial position of highly 

leveraged companies. For example, customers have an 

expectation that CSR company will not break implicit 

contracts (e.g., promises of job security to employees and 

continued service to customers) even in the worst financial 

conditions, customers are very certain in this matter. 

Second, it is perceived that companies engage in CSR 

activities face a minimum level of risk that is (lower 

litigation risk) and have strong investor support [33-35]. So, 

companies that are engaged in CSR practices have the best 

accessibility to financing and have less capital cost [36-38], 

which reduces the cost imposed on the company by 

rapacious attacks from competitors.According to [39, 40], 

debt is an imminent option at country and firm levels, 

especially in developing economies. Moreover, it is an 

advantage for a firm to mix its borrowed capital with the 

owner’s capital as such a capital enhances shareholder value 

[41]. Furthermore, the main goal of financial managers in 

today’s world of competitiveness is to create shareholder 

value. The wealth formed by the firm for its shareholders is 

called shareholder value [10]. Leverage is defined as the 

competency of the organization in the financing, by utilizing 

the mixture of debt and equity to enhance the value of the 

firm. It has been complicated for the managers to select a 

suitable mixture of debt and equity to appeal to the creditors 

and shareholders. A suitable debt-equity mix can minimize 

the cost of capital that is matched with the company 

objective to reduce the cost of capital to increase 

shareholder value [42]. Cost of capital is a single influential 

factor for investors in making an investment or project 

financing and in establishing the value of shareholders [43]. 

Selecting the suitable debt-equity mix will result in the 

minimal average cost of capital which leads to an increase in 

the per-share market value [44]. With the lower capital cost, 

higher returns can be achieved by maximizing the wealth for 

shareholders [45]. In an organization among all other 

decisions made by managers, financing decision is one of 

the most complicated in nature which has an impact on firm 

performance [46]. 

II. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK BASED ON 

THEORETICAL FOUNDATION 

     The stakeholder approach holds the opposite view to the 

shareholder approach that the eventual responsibility of the 

organization is not only to enhance shareholders value but to 

work for all stakeholders that belong to the community in 

which organization functions [47], without prioritizing one 

stakeholder on another in promising trade-offs [48]. As 

stated by [49] that the eventual goal of corporate managers 

should be to enhance the wealth of all stakeholders, because, 

in this way, the value of shareholders can be maximized. 

Moreover, according to this argument, it realizes that the 

two approaches do not conflict with each other rather they 

are compatible [48]. Furthermore, according to [50] 

mentioned that initially, stakeholder theory gives priority to 

shareholder’s interests, and they built a case for the theory’s 

normative base, where legal, ethical and moral claims were 

advocated concerning all stakeholders. The CSR and 

shareholder maximization approach is in line with 

stakeholder theory [51, 52]. In addition, according to [53], 

market-based measures shows the notion that shareholders 

are the most valuable group of stakeholder, whose 

satisfaction decide the companies fate. Furthermore, 

product-related, workforce, community and environment are 

also considered stakeholders of the organization [54, 55]  

Moreover, the stakeholder’s theory's objective is to merge 

social responsibility into business organizations without 

compromising the interest of the shareholders nor the basis 

of the capitalistic market financial system [47].  
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In addition, [56] view the stakeholder approach as a good 

management idea, and firms that are efficiently managed in 

his view will produce maximum profits. Furthermore, [57] 

defines firm stakeholder “any group or individual who can 

affect or affected by the achievement of an organization’s 

purpose”. Agency theory is about conflict of interest that 

may arise between the agent (Management) and the 

principal (shareholder). The theory of the firm was proposed 

by [58], which is based upon two key concepts one is 

asymmetric information and the second is the creation of 

incentives. This theory argues that agency problem is raised 

under the condition of asymmetric information because the 

manager is well informed about the company’s growth and 

other financial indicators so they can increase debt in the 

capital structure [59]. Furthermore, managers are more 

experts then shareholders (Principal) therefore; sometimes 

managers make a decision for the betterment of the 

company on the cost of shareholders. If both parties have the 

same goal for maximizing the value of the company, it is 

believed that the agent will act in a manner that is in 

accordance with the principal’s interests [58]. According to 

the theory of the experts put forward by [58] indicates that 

according to agency theory a firm having high leverage 

would have a high agency cost. To accentuate profit and to 

cover the bad signal, a firm will decrease social costs such 

as CSR activities cost, for the purpose to show their profits 

[60]. Agency theory recommends that agency costs should 

be minimum and by having efficient deals between investors 

and management they should maximize shareholders’ 

wealth [61].  Agency theory [58] suggests that the selection 

of capital structure can help to reduce agency costs. Under 

the hypothesis of agency cost, low equity/asset ratio or high 

leverage minimize the agency costs of outside equity and 

boosts company value by encouraging or constraining 

managers to work more in the shareholders’ interests. 

Higher financial leverage may influence managers and 

minimize agency costs through the danger of liquidation, 

which affects managers' reputation, perquisites and personal 

losses of salaries [46]. Greater leverage can minimize 

clashes among managers and shareholders regarding the 

decision of investment [62], the proportion of risk to engage 

in [63], the circumstances in which the organization faces 

liquidation [64], and policy of the dividend [65].  

A. Corporate Social Responsibility 

  According to [66] the independent variable is a variable 

(criterion) that assumed to have an impact on the dependent 

variable. World Business Council for Sustainable 

Development defines CSR as: “the continuing commitment 

by business to behave ethically and contribute to economic 

development while improving the quality of life of the 

workforce and their families as well as of the local 

community and society at large” [67]. The European 

Commission defines CSR as: “Being socially responsible 

means not fulfilling legal expectations, but also going 

beyond compliance and investing more into human capital, 

the environment and relations with stakeholders” [68]. 

Corporate social responsibility is a general idea that 

encourages different types of activities or social liabilities 

on a voluntary basis. Activities which is called social 

directly linked with businesses, if the business engages 

them, they have a direct positive effect on the business [69-

71]. For instance, the positive image of the company 

transferred in the society and the morale of the employees 

also increases, which in result increases the productivity of 

the company [69]. Furthermore, scholars and researchers 

consider that corporate social relationship between firms and 

the community needs to be enhanced otherwise it may have 

serious effects as it can destroy or create shareholders’ value 

and may also hamper their performance. CSR practices help 

the firms to hold a strong position [24, 72]. 

B. Shareholder Value 

 A dependent variable is also called the response variable, 

which is being statistically analyzed. Value theory indicates 

that the main objective of the company is profit-maximizing 

and mainly the present value of the company. From a view 

of classical theory, those companies which are not capable 

to maximize profits are replaced by others or disappears and 

companies survive only which can maximize profits [73]. 

Moreover, [74] mentioned that the primary obligation of any 

organization is to maximize the wealth to its shareholders. 

The financial professionals of the present-day have 

underlined the concept of wealth maximization of the owner 

or principal of the firms i.e. shareholders [13]. 

C. Leverage 

 Moderator is a variable that affects the direction and 

strength of the relationship between an independent or 

predictor variable and dependent or criterion variable [75]. 

The moderator effect of variable occurs when a third 

variable changes the effect of the association between the 

determinant and outcome construct by either reserve the 

direction or decrease the magnitude of the association [76]. 

Base on empirical evidence, leverage is usually proposed as 

the predictor variable in various studies [41, 77-79]. 

However, in this current research, leverage is postulated to 

play a moderator role in the relationship between CSR and 

shareholder value.To increase the potential returns on 

investments by using debt is called leverage in finance [80]. 

For instance, the degree that a firm borrows money to 

finance investments is the definition of leverage, by 

applying this definition [80, 81] finds in their examination 

that firms may lead to bankruptcy when they are excessive 

in leverage, the probability will be higher if the market 

downturns. The company may face difficulties in financing 

their operations in the future and may frequently fail to pay 

to their creditors when they fall in highly leveraged firms. 

Strategies of financial leverage are benefited if they are 

executed with diligence otherwise these strategies are 

complex and highly risky [80].  

In improving the company’s wealth, the use of debt is called 

financial leverage [82].  The leverage ratio is the most 

widely used measure of leverage indicated by total debt to 

total equity ratio [83]. For decision making and investment 

purposes, a high leverage ratio may adverse for firms as 

compared to low leverage ratios [80].  
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According to [84] revealed that leverage is a part of the 

company's fundamental financial performance, leverage 

shows the company's ability to manage the funds' sources 

both from debt or from assets owned by the company. The 

increase in leverage ratio shows the high need of the 

company for fresh funds, besides the high value of leverage 

also reveals the dependency of companies on debt that can 

create risks for survival of the company.  Leverage is an 

efficiency indicator of the company’s business activities and 

risk-sharing business between the owner of the company 

and the loan givers or creditors. For example; interest 

expense on debt is credit from banks and other financial 

institutions. The smaller the number of loans, the interest 

credit burden is also small on the company. Thus, in terms 

of interest expense, the company is more efficient in 

business operations. If the other operational costs are 

reasonable, with small loan interest charges expected the 

profitability of the company increased [85]. The leverage 

ratio is used to give a description of the capital structure of 

the company, so it can be viewed through the uncollectible 

risk of debt [86]. Financial leverage is the use of debt in 

increasing corporate profits [82]. Furthermore, [87] stated 

that the use of funding through debt will have three 

important implications, namely: 

1. Obtaining funds through debt will make shareholders 

control the company with a limited amount of equity 

investment. 

2. Creditors see the capital provided by shareholders as a 

safety limit so that if the higher the proportion of capital 

that is given by shareholders, the smaller the risk faced 

by creditors. 

3. If the results obtained from the company's assets are 

higher than the interest paid, then the use of debt will 

increase returns on equity. 

     Companies that have a greater proportion of debt in the 

capital structure will have more agency costs [88]. 

According to [89], leverage is a ratio that measures how 

much the company is financed with debt. Leverage is a ratio 

that describes the relationship between company debt to 

capital, this ratio can see how far the company is financed 

by debt or outsiders with illustrated company capabilities by 

capital. In this case, the leverage is represented by debt to 

equity ratio, which according to [90], the comparison of debt 

and equity in the financial structure of a company is called 

capital structure. To determine the optimal capital structure, 

Debt to Equity Ratio (DER) proxy is used because it reflects 

the proportion between total debt and total equity. Total debt 

is total liabilities (both short- and long-term debt), while 

total equity is the difference between total assets and total 

liabilities. Debt to Equity Ratio is closely related to the 

creation of a capital structure that can influence an 

appropriate corporate funding policy to maximize the value 

of the company, the higher the DER ratio value, illustrates 

the less favorable symptoms of the company because higher 

the financial risk. Increased debt will turn to affect the size 

of net profit available to shareholders’ including dividends 

received due to the obligation to pay more debt. Investors 

prefer low DER levels because the level of security of the 

funds will be better so that the expected returns of the 

company will also be high. 

III. DEVELOPMENT OF HYPOTHESIS IN 
RELATION TO THE CONCEPTUAL 

FRAMEWORK. 
 

A. Corporate Social Responsibility & Shareholder 

Value 

 CSR has a positive impact on shareholder’s value. 

According to [91] that from the perspective of stakeholders’ 

CSR has a positive impact on corporate financial 

performance. Because the company has in relationship with 

different stakeholders such as consumers, government, 

environmental advocates and competitors, enhancing in 

social contribution could promote stakeholder relationships, 

which results in decrease firms’ social cost and boosts 

market opportunities, directing to maximum financial 

performance. Furthermore, [92] show that companies with a 

higher CSR rating normally produce maximum returns as 

compared to low CSR ratings. In addition, [93] show that 

investing in corporate citizens generates exclusive market 

performance. Moreover, [94] mentioned that managers use 

CSR commitments to solve conflicts between stakeholders 

and that increases shareholders' value. Similarly, [95] find 

that CSR activities positively impact on firm’s financial 

performance because CSR engagements can solve issues 

between stakeholders and managers. As [96, 97] mentioned 

that when a firm is involved in CSR practices, it increases 

shareholders' confidence. According to [98], CSR as a 

company motive not only to generate traditional profit but 

also donate to the community for long-run survival. Thus, 

CSR is related to the real value that a company generates for 

its investors: customers, communities, creditors, and society 

[99]. Furthermore, [100] found that companies can gain a 

competitive advantage over their competitors by spending 

on societal engagements. In a research conducted on twenty 

firms in Pakistan, it is established that CSR has a positive 

relationship with financial performance and shareholders' 

wealth. This study which was conducted by [101] aimed to 

investigate the concept of CSR on the firm’s financial 

performance and on shareholders' wealth. It was making a 

comparison of ten CSR firms and ten non-CSR firms by 

using a mixed methodology. It was used ROA, ROE, and 

Profitability Ratios as financial performance measures and 

EPS for shareholder wealth. It was observed that CSR firms 

have a high ratio of ROA and ROE as compared to non-CSR 

firms. Similar is the case with EPS that has high in CSR 

firms while as low in non-CSR firms. It was found that CSR 

activities are vital for organizations to achieve shareholders' 

wealth and financial performance. Firms that are involved in 

CSR practices accordingly CSR paybacks to those firms in a 

positive way as compared to non-CSR firms. Studies that 

have been conducted on the relationship between CSR and 

shareholder’s value mostly confirmed the positive effect of 

CSR on shareholders’ value. In the Korean context, a study 

conducted by [102] examines the relationship between CSR, 

product market competition (PMC) and shareholder wealth. 

It was used data from 2006-2012 and Fama Macbeth's cross-

sectional regression for analysis.  
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Results show that PMC plays a significant role in CSR 

activity and stock returns when PMC is low. The results 

show that when the competition is low, the impact of CSR 

on shareholder's wealth is consistent. In another study in a 

Chinese context, a study based on 3462 observations from 

2006-2014 conducted by [103]. The purpose of this study to 

find the relationship between CSRD and firm performance 

and ownership structure role in state and nonstate-owned 

firms in china. It was used performance measures such as 

ROA, Tobin’s Q and EPS. By applying regression analysis, 

it was found that CSRD has a positively associated with 

Tobin’s Q and ROA. The results also revealed that CSRD 

has a significant relationship with ownership structure but 

adversely associated. It was also found that nonstate-owned 

firms disclose more information as compared to state-owned 

firms and the effect of CSRD on performance varies 

accordingly. The authors suggest that the government needs 

to consider private-public sector partnerships to enhance the 

quality of CSRD and firm performance. Based on above the 

hypothesis is, 

     H1: CSR has a positive relationship with the shareholder 

value of companies. 

B. Moderating Effect of Leverage between Corporate 

Social Responsibility & Shareholder Value 

 This current research also aims to study the moderating 

effect of leverage on CSR and shareholder value. Leverage 

indicates a company’s capital structure and is a vital index 

for a company’s financial distress. Leverage may enhance 

interest burdens and business operating risk [104]. Leverage 

is measured by the ratio of long-term debt to total assets 

[105]. Similarly [106] indicates, the extent to which a 

company employs financial leverage or debt funding has 

implications for the company. Shareholders are able to 

maintain control by lifting funds through debt without 

increasing the investment. Moreover, if a company acquires 

more on the investment financed with debt than on debt 

interest is due, than shareholders' value is leveraged. 

Furthermore, [107] mentioned that capital structure is the 

relative amount of debt and equity a company employs to 

finance its operational activities. The greater the debt-equity 

ratio, the greater the amount of debts utilize to produce 

profits [108]. Moreover, according to [109] who revealed 

that debt is an important instrument that can increase the 

company value if funds are managed appropriately.  

Furthermore, [84] indicates that increasing the value of debt 

will increase the flow of funds that goes into the company's 

cash that can be used to increase the achievement of 

financial performance or increase the portion of the success 

of the activity outside operations such as CSR. According to 

[110, 111] firms that have high leverage will reduce CSR 

disclosure because they don’t want to be in the spotlight of 

debtholders. In addition, [112] explains that leverage and 

profitability have no significant effect on CSR disclosure. 

Through the study of [113], the same outcome obtained that 

leverage and profitability has no impact on CSR disclosure. 

These findings suggest that firms are focusing only on profit 

and no attention is paying to CSR activities and community. 

When firms implement CSR as a result cost increases of 

firms. This cost will ultimately evolve into a burden that 

lessens revenue and make a reduction in firm profit. 

Therefore, by implementing CSR, it is assumed that the 

profitability of a firm also inclines [114]. In contrast, [101] 

indicates that when the firm work for their stakeholders that 

assist in accomplishing long-run success and maximizing 

profits, it also influences the wealth of shareholders in a 

positive way as they are anxious with the firm profitability 

from which they can attain maximum returns.Moreover, 

[115-118] mentions that high leverage companies for 

reducing agency costs tend to disclose more sustainability 

information. These authors find a positive relationship 

between CSR disclosure and financial leverage. 

Furthermore, a study conducted by [119] examined the 

impact of capital structure and cost of capital on 

shareholders' wealth maximization. The results showed that 

a linear relationship between shareholders' wealth 

maximization and cost of capital exists while there is no 

relationship between capital structure and shareholder 

wealth maximization. Similarly, a study conducted by [41] 

examines the effect of financial leverage on shareholder 

return on pharmaceutical firms in the National Stock 

Exchange (India). The findings show that financial leverage 

is significantly related to shareholder return. Likewise, in 

the same vein, a study conducted by [4] examined the 

relationship between capital structure and shareholders' 

value. By applying the regression model on the panel data, it 

was found that a positive correlation exists between CSV 

and debt-equity ratio, short-term debt ratio and long-term 

debt ratio. It was mentioned that the DE mix used by the 

company will influence the shareholders' wealth. Lastly, the 

researchers highlighted the importance of leverage as a 

moderator in the relationship between CSR and Financial 

performance [120]. Similarly, in another study [121] 

investigated the role of leverage as a moderator between 

CSR and firm value. In the same vein, another study 

conducted by [60] viewed the role of leverage as a 

moderator between Good Corporate Governance and CSR. 

However, a review of the comprehensive literature indicates 

that the moderating impact of leverage in the relationship 

between CSR and shareholder value is yet to be explored. 

Therefore, this research investigates the moderating impact 

of leverage in the relationship between CSR and shareholder 

value. Based on aforementioned the hypothesis is, 

 H2: Leverage may moderate the relationship between CSR 

and shareholder’s value of companies. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 

FUTURE RESEARCH 

Corporate social responsibility has attracted worldwide 

attention since the 1990s. The moderating effects of 

leverage on CSR and shareholder value have not been 

explored yet. This study aims to determine whether 

corporate social responsibility (CSR) affects the value of the 

shareholder value and leverage as a moderating variable. For 

future research, this model can be applied to other 

developing, emerging and developed economies of the 

world and can be made a comparison of cross-culture 

countries. 
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